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my foreword
It's April 1st; the day of tricks yet all
along, I am the one who was tricked.
Tricked into committing to write this
e-book, which I have now finished.
Tricked into believing that I can tell
my story, which I have now done.
Tricked into thinking that no one will
want to read this, but YOU are now
reading it and I am humbled
Welcome into my growing world of
being a Real Estate advocate &
professional.
I hope you enjoy the book!!

happy no-april fools day!!
Lerato Lekena-Okoro
#TheNigerianRealtor
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Getting Started: A little background

For as long as memory could serve me, I had always wanted to improve or refine things,
processes and systems and make them work more efficiently and have a higher output.
To truly pique my interest in something, I had to see, know or find an improvement
opportunity for which it could be made better and I will be hooked.
It is through one of my "efficiency journeys" that I developed an interest in real estate the business for which I was initially recruited to sell lands mostly in developing areas of
Lagos State. Selling land and earning commission was initially only meant to be a source
of passive income as I had a network that I could easily sell to but me being me, I began to
see the many weaknesses across the value chain and improving the value chain for real
estate investing as a whole became a mission for me.
When I got started, all I wanted was to make money from sales and my illiteracy to the
truth cost me time and money I could have made on sales deals I should have been able to
close.
Today, what I want is to own equity or partnership stakes in at least 40,000 units of
housing by 2021; this is my personal target that I look forward to achieving and enabling
this for as many partners and stakeholders that might be interested with little or no
hassles.
The challenge I envisage to achieving this objective however, is that too many people
don’t know what, how or why they should be investing in real estate so when they do, it as
a result of the hype for which the Nigerian real estate space is currently booming – being
a landowner. Being a landowner is a great achievement and long term investment
opportunity, however if you buy the wrong deal then you will either be stuck with it, lose
money on the deal or just be interested in dumping the property after a while - i.e. be in it
for the short term.

what this ebook is about
It’s about teaching you how to be a better informed investor or potential investor in the
Nigerian Real Estate; I am not perfect and I am continuously growing and getting better
at it and everyday inching closer to my goal.
Today, I am a confidently growing real estate investor, advocate and expert who has
partnered with a growing number of estate development companies to enable a growing
number of people to acquire and manage their own real estate investments portfolio
especially across Lagos, Nigeria.
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PLANTING THE SEEDS

As a sales or business person looking to get ahead and disrupt the status quo, your best
bet is to teach and educate your consumers and potential clients so that when they come
to you for an offer and they see that you are creating a product that is better than is
readily available, they can easily identify that you are offering them a great or the best
deal they can find.

#LightBulbMoments

In real estate and as an investor, you need to understand how and why you are being
offered a certain opportunity to be invested in, if you do not understand this then you will
rarely opt-in to the opportunity and would very likely sign up to the lesser deal.

Live case Study & Story
Mrs A is a semi educated trader in the Lagos Island area, she focused on her business and
kept her records dutifully using the simple daily log books, contributed to an ‘Esusu’ group
and put the rest of her money in a savings account with one of the old generation banks.
She was pretty old-school and believed in the inter-generational ways of measuring
wealth, sustainability and building a legacy - keep a business that you can pass down to
your children alongside properties and assets (this was her goal and motto).
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#LightBulbMoments

One day when she felt she had saved enough money, she accepted one of the many
marketing fliers of the young man who used to come by her shop almost every other week
– he was selling land in a newly developing area of Lagos. Her discussion with him was
pretty simple and he seemed to know what he was saying and selling. She made the
decision to buy 30 plots of land in some area of Lekki at N350, 000 per plot.

Why, you might ask her?
HER REPLY: “They were “on sale” and being sold by a family that was going through some
difficulties and needed cash. I thought it was a good deal”

●
●

Mrs A, didn’t go to inspect the land – they showed her pictures
Mrs A, didn’t get any of the documents shown to her checked out at the Government
Registry – she trusted the young man whom she had seemingly grown to know well enough.

WHAT DID SHE DO?
She simply signed an agreement and was given a receipt as well as a copy of a survey
document for the said land she had bought.

Very glad with her purchase, she kept the acquisition quiet for three years until she was
approaching her bank for a loan to support her business and she needed collateral. Explaining
that she had bought some plots of land a few years back, she was asked to bring in the
documents so an evaluation could be done. The searches by the bank proved futile and pointed
to the fact that the whole transaction had been a dud/scam and the land at the location
indicated on the coordinates crossed between two different people’s lands and were in full
development already.

Mrs A, initially went raving mad and tried to trace the young man who had sold her the land –
by this time he had stopped coming to her shop, the phone number she had wasn’t working any
longer and the address on the receipt and agreement were also for general businesses that
knew nothing of the said person or the man that she had met claiming to be the family
representative.

Food For Thought
What do you think that Mrs A should and could have done better, if you were her?
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How to invest in real estate and
NOT get scammed

#TheNigerianRealtor

Know where your property is
With the advancement of technology, applications like Google have made it easier to find
places, get live updates as well as receive e-copy documents without actually moving from
one place. Imagine if Mrs A had asked her lawyer to go and check the location of the said
property or even her bank account officer could have helped, before she made the transfer
Ask to schedule an inspection of the property before you make a
commitment – inspections are generally free of charge and officially hold
on every day of the week except on Sundays unless on special concession
If you cannot do this then get pictures/images in real time – someone who
went there more recently or a recorded video showing the area whilst
they are there would have been better than not going at all – get a lawyer
or a trusted person to go.
When on inspection, evaluate the physical location of the land, distance
and travelling time from major landmarks and how far or close to other
developments that it is.

▪

Unless you are multi-millionaire or ooking to establish an industry or kickstart an
entire community, reconsider any location that is ‘too far’ from development as a whole.

Verify the documentation you have been presented at
the local Land Authorities
Check with the Local government authorities or Lands Registry for validity/legality of the land.
Every land even though it now belongs to a family, person or company must be registered with
the State Government through the Lands Registry and have a legal title.
Some land though found in a local community might have been earmarked by the
Government for some future development (also known as being under Government
acquisition), if such land are purchased no matter how legally from a third party and the
Government should then have a need for the land, there will undoubtedly be a Government
takeover and eviction from the land.
Your property as is to be acquired must be ‘Free from Government Acquisition’.
Examples of such legal and perfected titles include

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Gazette
Excision
Certificate of Occupancy
Deed of Conveyance
Court Judgment
Right of Occupancy

For any land to have any of the above titles, a registered survey must exist which shows the
legal boundaries, shape and type of land that is being described.

Assess the value proposition for the property
being offered to you
Understand the trends for urbanisation, commercialization and increasing migrations if any.
Calculated correctly, these can make for very clear and viable opportunities for investment in
which case, your return on investment can even be increased or maximised such that you also
can either resell to other interested investors at some point down the line or develop a mass
impact project.
o For example the establishment of the Lagos Free Trade zone has brought domestic and
international attention to the Lekki-Epe corridor in Ibeju-Lekki. This has attracted
investments from industrial and manufacturing giants like Kellogg’s, Power Oil, Dangote
Group, and Dano Milk to mention a few.
o It is also home to the popular holiday and vacation resorts like the La Campaigne
Tropicana and Epe Resorts. With an expected influx of a large number of workers to the area,
an increased demand for housing will exist, so the more houses that can be built, the better
for those who invest especially in land for development of properties.

▪

Because the buy-in would be very cheap, the cost of completion will be competitive
and you are invested again for the long haul
If still unsure, you should hire a professional preferably a lawyer to conduct a comprehensive
due diligence search on the property, the development company and/or the family selling
the property.
Even if it’s a broker or partner agent that is selling on behalf of a company, it’s imperative that
you at least do a background check into the development company and confirm they have a
legal right to sell the land on offer.
o Other components of a due diligence would and should include a confirmation that the
property is not under any form of litigation between parties or being held in escrow for an
existing credit line.
Once your checks tick all these boxes and the property has been purchased by you, it is
imperative that you take legal possession by registering the acquired property in your name
by way of a registered survey for your expanse as well as an executed Deed of Assignment
from the company thereby signing off ownership to you.

Assess the value proposition for the property
being offered to you (contd.)
Another way to take ownership of your landed property is to fence and gate it. This
way you don’t have wanderers creeping and encroaching on your property. By the time
someone wants to develop across the boundaries of what is supposed to have been
your land, it won’t be as easy to just break down your fence and start building.

In our experience, we find that once a buyer has taken ownership by way of fencing
and gating off their property they are more attuned or interested in filing the
paperwork for the documented titles to be registered in their names. This is where the
question about Certificate of Occupancy most certainly comes in because they might
be better equipped to get a Governors Consent instead.
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The value and opportunity for real estate investing
Having heard and read so many quotes on the value that Real estate investing brings to
any individual and community, we can now bring the value and opportunity example
home to our very own Aliko Dangote.
This is a man who has built many businesses that are now global market players and
making him millions in corporate revenue. However at the bottom of all those
businesses is first the hindsight of his real estate investments. For example, every
business he establishes has a location that is either accessible or heavily patronised
because of the product value derived from being there or as a result of it.
His investments are on a large scale and for indutrial purposes which in turn would
trigger a migration of people from all levels of the career ladder towards or closer to his
new location. Whilst the argument has been made that the larger ratio of workers who
migrate are of the lower category, the fact still remains that they too still need housing.
Thus the introduction for a need into the provision of affordable and low cost housing
developments.
That being said, we can now understand the concept of viable real estate in this simple
manner.

REAL ESTATE = LOCATION = LAND = VALUE

Outside of the corporate value for which real estate contributes to, Nigeria has a housing
deficit of not less than 20 million houses being needed by the populace to eradicate the
ratio of homeless people.
Knowing that our governments cannot cope with those estimated figures, this opens the
door of opportunity for private equity and interested investors to leverage that need by
filling up various ends of the value chain for real estate development.
The problems associated with real estate investing have been literally the same thing
over and over – it is expensive to set up a viable real estate investment cycle that can be
owned and managed by the people who are going to live in it People somehow save to
get the initial money to buy land especially in up and coming areas but then might not
afford to develop it further.
TRUTH: It is always the rich people who are investing in real estate that makes sense,
which also means that the rich people are the ones who will keep making money from it.
FACT: Something HAS TO CHANGE and this is the opportunity and value proposition for
real estate investing amongst the ‘common man’.

As a ‘common man’ here are the best ways to ensure you are getting a good deal/offer for
your investment interest
1. Ask questions, seek information and background information
A good real estate investment deal broker and originator would offer you information to
include the opportunity for growth in the location, projections for an integrated lifestyle
pattern as well as plans for almost immediate ownership of the property.
The reputation for the development company also goes a long way to prove that they
have at least made the effort to be committed to the investment game for the long not
short term (a short term commitment infers that they might not be able to fully deliver
on the property and/or its management as has been promised)

2. Don’t be greedy and over-zealous without knowing the details.
A deal that looks like it’s too good to be true probably is.
In 2017, we saw this story where a
diaspora-based investor was
defrauded of over Seven hundred
Million Naira in a real estate
acquisition.
We had some questions for this
investor to include
- What were you thinking when
you didn’t confirm the coordinates via
Google?
- What were you imagining to be
the negative outcome for getting a
lawyer to investigate the offer and
sale before you committed?
Another reason we have found that
investors skip the inquiries they
should have made is based on trust for
the broker through whom they are
investing. If you can trust your broker
or the referral, that’s a positive benefit
but the underlying question is ‘Why
do you trust this person so much?’

Trusting someone with an amount of money that you cannot write off as a bad loan is totally
bad for business and should never be brought to the fore of the investing table without some
form of due diligence
Lerato Lekena-Okoro, Founder, Lerato & Adams

3. Remove sentiments
Investing is serious business and not about your friendship or personal opinions
(though they might help guide you, the quieter feeling ie your gut is always best to
listen to. If you don’t like the deal at first or second thought then just drop it till when
you either love it or can see what makes it special FOR YOU.
If you don’t have someone you trust to go over the details with you then hire a lawyer
– every purchase must have an agreement in place ie Deed of Assignment at the least
and every agreement has fine print for which you can either be left holding your cap
in hand or your privates in the village square.

Now that you have gotten the best practices of what to do when you want to invest,
next comes the more interesting part of this whole process

How To make Money With Real Estate (contd.)
As a potential investor, there is likely to be a perception that it cannot be done because it’s
mostly the rich and affluent who invest in real estate, this cannot be further from the truth
than ever before because we are currently seeing an interesting rise in the number of
young entrepreneurs who are disrupting the real estate space even in Nigeria.
One of the safest ways they do this is to invest in developing areas of cosmopolitan cities
that have a strong base for commercialization. The idea is to find where people
‘would/could/should be going and give them a concerted reason to do so’

These investments could be directed at lands, distress sales for abandoned or foreclosed
properties.
o Distressed sales and foreclosed properties would mostly be found in the city
centres and typically belong to either a loan defaulting individual or company.
o Investing in lands should be targeted at cheaper lands especially in developing
areas such that you can hold them until such a time when you are more ready to build on
them or resell at a higher price value.
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HOW DO I INVEST IN LANDS WHEN I
DON’T HAVE ENOUGH MONEY YET?

Unfortunately Nigeria is yet to properly define a holistic credit system that allows for
credit and mortgages to be easily accessible. However, things are getting better and
since 2012/2013 when there has been an upsurge in the number of estate
development companies looking to break into the real estate space.
With this increase also comes the heightened competition for getting the best and
higher number of clients in their books, so they tend to listen more to what their
customers need and adapt what they can.
This drive to gain customers has also caused for the development companies to get
smarter and more creative at offering easier opt-in models to include easy payment
plans where you can pay for your properties over a period of 3 – 12months. A valid
point to note however would be that you don’t take ownership of the land until you
have paid this amount in full.

Easy payment plans are designed in such a manner where you either earn perks
or pay an interest on the instalmental charges as will apply. Where some
companies allow you to make an even monthly split, you are actually better off
following this module for payment on your land acquisition where possible.

Opt into buying less than a plot. A standard plot of land measures about 600sqm
in Lagos, and if you cannot afford to buy this size, you will be wiser to opt for a
half (300) or 450sqm and keep going.
With a good architect to design your space, you can possibly get two units of
semi-detached duplexes on the 300sqm; live in one and sell or rent the adjoining
building out.

Form an investment group with a few friends and start small, you can buy one
plot together – develop it together and then sell and use the profits to re-invest
but remember to get a legal contracts when doing this (you might need to
develop this further)
Other ways to use this option would be to keep buying plots with your mutual
funds with the plan to either develop or sell them off in the future. This option
works best with Old school associations, friends and family groups or even with
associates.
NB: Remember to get your agreements executed to protect each party.

where to go when you need to raise money for your real estate investment
As a potential investor with no money, your options are thus requiring a plan and
turned to either initiating a savings plans, joining a thrift group or cooperative
associations all of which my friends at NestBank are helping people with. They are also
going to be one of the funding partners on our upcoming real estate project - fingers
crossed on those details but if you are reading this then you would most definitely be
included to the priority listing members to be updated when we get there
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SOME OF MY FAST SELLING LISTINGS

ABOUT ME
My name is Lerato Lekena-Okoro,
founder of Lerato and Adams Agency,
an outfit focused on Real Estate and
Business Investments, born in 1979 to
Nigerian father and South African
mother.
Based in Lagos, Nigeria

